
Reading Group Guide

Questions for Group Discussion

1. There are many surreal and supernatural moments in the novel: is The Girl Below part of the magic realism 
genre or are these moments of delusion in Suki’s mind?

2. Suki is an unreliable narrator, often unsure of whether certain events did or did not take place. What mo-
ments were you certain were real?

3. Did something truly horrible happen to Suki in the bunker or is her fear and memory of that night a result of 
childhood trauma?

4. The chapters alternate between different periods in Suki’s life: did you find that this helped you to understand 
her character better or was the constant change confusing?

5. Hillary hid the seriousness of her illness from Suki for as long as possible: did she do the right thing in order 
to let Suki have a normal teenage life, or did this only result in Suki’s feelings of guilt that she never took care of 
her mother while alive?

6. Suki’s childhood friend, Alana, ends their friendship because of Suki’s narcissistic behaviour: do you agree 
that she is self-obsessed, or is this normal for someone who lost their family and their direction in life?

7. The only thing Suki does with regularity and dedication is to write in her journal. Is this helping her to over-
come her past or simply fuelling her fixation?

8. Pippa takes a risk inviting Suki to look after her home and try to help her son: what does Pippa see in Suki 
that makes her confident that she can help?

9. What is it about Suki that Caleb finds so attractive, and how do his feelings 
change throughout the novel?

10. Do you think there is any significance in the author choosing to set the action in 
London, New Zealand and Greece? What happens in each place that is significant to 
Suki’s story?

British-born Bianca Zander has lived in Auckland, New Zea-
land, for the past two decades. An established journalist, she 
has written for numerous publications, including the Listener, 
the Sunday Star-Times and The Dominion Post. She has pro-
duced radio shows and written works for film and television, 
including the dramatic short film The Handover, which was 
screened at the Chicago Film Festival. The Girl Below is her first 
novel.
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The Girl Below by Bianca Zander

Individual questionnaire

Tell ALMA BOOKS and the author what you thought of  the novel

1. Did you enjoy reading The Girl Below? and why?

2. What aspects of  the novel did you enjoy the most?

3. What aspects did you least like?

4. Who are your favorite authors?

5. Are there any questions you would like the author to answer?

6. Would you look forward to reading another novel by Bianca Zander?

7. What is your opinion of  the cover of  The Girl Below?

Can we quote you? Circle (bold if  replying by email) YES / NO



Personal Details (optional)

Name:

Age:

Gender:

Would you like to receive monthly email newsletters about Alma Books’ latest releases and events? YES / NO

Email address:

Would you like to receive our free spring and autumn catalogues?  YES / NO

Address:

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this form, please return ether by post to 

Alma Books Ltd
London House
243-253 Lower Mortlake Road
Richmond
Surrey TW9 2LL
United Kingdom

Or by email to mrodrigues@almabooks.com

Visit www.almabooks.com to find out more about other titles and visit our facebook page for discus-
sions and upcoming events 

Follow us on twitter @almabooks


